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I. HUCLEAR POWER Ei DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

At present only five developing countries have nuclear plants in

operation with a combined net output of atout 2C0O Klîe (2Gsie). Ten other

developing countries have nuclear power reactors under construction, ordered

or planned for operation by 1985* If & U these plants are built on schedule,

their combined capacity will bring the total to about 30 Gtfe. This near tern

commitment to nuclear power is significant: it will provide electricity

equivalent to 300 million barrels (43 million tonsj of oil per year. Yet it

will represent only y£ of the world nuclear capacity in I985.

Because of xhe economic recession in 1974 and 1975t a n^ °f other factors

which might inhibit the fu'ure demand for energy, electricity and nuclear

power, present forecasts of the growth of nuclear power in the developing

world are only about half of the potential market for nuclear plants

estimated in 1974« The developing countries!, share of the nuclear market is;

expected to increase from 5J» in I98O to 20$ in the yecr 2000 (see Table 1).

A list of developing countries with operating and projected nuclear power

plants is given in Table 2. - •

Although nuclear power is expected to represent an important benefit

to the developing world'as a whole, to achieve'this benefit will require

the strengthening of co-operation between the supplying and receiving nations

in overcoming problems which might inhibit nuclear power growth. Such problem,

areas were identified in numerous papers presented at the International

Conference on Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle, held at Salzburg, Austria,

in Kay 1977; they include: financing (in particular, foreign currency

requirements), skilled manpower needs, adequate local industrial and engineering

infrastructure, the need for a free and open nuclear market, access to advanced

technology, the availability of nuclear plants in the required sizes,and an

assured supply of nuclear fuel and fuel cycle services. Kany papers pointed out

the important role the IAEA should play in assisting developing countries in

overcoming these problems. In this context, the establishment of minimum

international standards in nuclear safety is of decisive importance.
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.II. IAEA ACTI01Î PUN Iîi KUCLEAR SAFETY

As is well known under national regulatory practices, the safety

of nuclear power plants in any country rests on many requirements. One

ie the availability of trained personnel for the work involved and for

establishing a regulatory agency. Another is the ability to conduct a

careful and detailed safety evaluation of a nuclear power plant project

from its inception and at all stages throughout its life. A third is the

ability to conduct an appropriate quality assurance programme including

control and inspection. If these requirements are met, it is possible

for the authorities of the country to assure themselves that nuclear

power plants can be built and operated safely.

The projected growth of nuclear powerboth in industrialized and

developing Member States has led to a reassessment of the role the IAEA

should play pursuant to its statutory obligation in the area of nuclear

safety. Accordingly, under the Agency's programme for 1975-60» accelerated

work ï.'as started nearly three years ago and is being intensively carried

on to establish a wide range of recommendations deemed essential in aatters

of nuclear power plant safety and safety-related reliability that could

provide a homogeneous body of basic criteria and ministra requirements,

internationally acceptable. ' . • . - . . - .

During the initial period of the development of nuclear power the

Agency was not in a position to establish safety criteria except in a few

fields. Hence, a case-by-case approach to matters of nuclear power plant

safety and safety-related reliability was often adopted "by the Agency in

advising Member States. It became clear that such a case-by-case treatment

of safety was not adequate in the context of rapidly expanding world-wide

use of nuclear power and the associated international trade. In view of the

number of countries embarking for the first time on nuclear power progresses,

there is a pressing need for a comprehensive set of recommendations which

could be followed by regulatory bodies, utilities, designers and constructors

as a standard frame of reference for analysing the safety of nuclear power

plants, together with the reliability requirements directly related to safety.

.§..



The Agency's programme l'or establishing safety codes and guides

for nuclear"power plants v:as approved by the Board of Governors in

September 1974« The approved procedures provide for the Agency to be

assisted in this programme by a standing group of highly qualified

international experts, called the Senior Advisory Group (SAG), and

consisting of eminent experts from 12 Kenber States in which the

regulation of nuclear power plants has reached a level of relatively

high development.

Pive main areas were identified by SAG at its first meeting in

October 1974 for the implementation of the programme, naiselyi

- governmental organization for the regulation of nuclear
power plants,

- s i t i n g , - • ' . , '

- design, -

- operation, and . *

' - quality assurance.

On the basis of a collation of information and documents obtained

from Member States and qualified international organizations in each

subject area, work on each draft code and guide is initiated by small

working groups composed of experts made available by Xerober States,

assisted by Agency staff members. Draft documents are then reviewed by

Technical Review Committees specialized in each of the five selected

areas. After further review by SAG, revised drafts are submitted to Member

States for comments which are taken into account in the preparation of final

draft documents.

In carrying out this work the Agency is ensuring, as in the past, close

co-ordination with other international organizations concerned,and maximum

use is being made of relevant documents and experience available in national

regulatory practices. Three types of documents are established under

this programme:

Codes of Practice establishing the objectives and minimum requirements

for the safety of thermal neutron nuclear power plants, their systems



and components, which are subject to approval by the Board

of Governors;

Safety Guides recommending procedures for tne implementation

of Codes and Practice; and

User's I'amtals directed primarily to nuclear power plant

operators and providing methods and Techniques for solving

specific problems.

The established procedures are thus aimed at ensuring thax each

code of practice ov safety guide represents the consensus of the

considered opinions of many Member States as v;ell as the best advice

available internationally, at both the technical and policy levels.

The three codes of practice on Governmental Organization, Siting and

Operation have been submitted by the Senior Advisory Group to the

Director General, and the two remaining codes on Design and Quality

Assurance have reached the final stage of elaboration. They are expected

to be promulgated shortly by the Director General- in accordance Kith the

authorization given hi:n by the Board of Governors in February 1977» for

use by I-Iember States in the context of their regulatory requirements and

for application to projects involving the Agency's assistance and carried

out under agreements concluded with the Agency. These codes of practice

will be supplemented, as far as possible and as necessary, by detailed

safety guides v;hich are in various stages of development and review

(see the Annex).

In this connection, it is worth mentioning that even in a draft fora,

the contents of such codes are regarded by several national authorities as

providing valuable reference and guidance for regulatory preparations and

determinations in the planning for and- implementation of nuclear power

projects. Formalized safety criteria in the form of codes and guides,

internationally acceptable, can thus be of considerable assistance in

ensuring that the basic requirements in nuclear safety and safety-related

matters are understood and met. It must, however, be emphasized that safety



criteria cannot be treated in isolation, and can only be applied

effectively by qualified personnel. Similarly, it is essential that

regulatory and project personnel of a country planning to build a nuclear

power plant obtain in-depth knowledge of the characteristics of the type

of plant it proposes to build and operate» and of pertinent information

related to safety and regulatory activities particularly in the country

of origin of the plant. Although the Agency's codes and guides provide an

essential basis, they may not be sufficient or entirely applicable. In

some cases, in response to particular circumstances, additional, requirements

may have to be established by national authorities. I-Ioreover, there nay be

special topics which have to be dealth with by experienced experts on a

case-by-case basis.

III. SAFETY" MISSIONS, ADVISORY SERVICES AKD TRAÜÍISG

In the discharge of its statutory function with respect to the safe

use of atomic energy, the Agency has been for years providing advice and

assistance to Keraber States on siting and safety reviev:s during the design,

construction and operational stages of nuclear reactor projects as well as

for establishing adequate regulatory control. . • -

Kany of the countries now embarking on nuclear power programmes do not

have the legislative framework and other regulatory provisions for laying

down safety criteria and reviewing the safety of nuclear projects; they also

lack qualified manpower to carry out these functions. Therefore, in conjunction

with the progressive establishment of a coherent and comprehensive set of

internationally acceptable safety codes and guides which could be adopted by

national authorities in the context of each country's requirements, the

Agency has in recent years increased the provision of advisory services to

developing countries for the elaboration of enabling legislation and in other

regulatory areas. An intensive training programme covering specific nuclear

safety and regulatory topics has also been carried out through special training

courses conducted in co-operation with host countries having extensive nuclear

experience and appropriate training facilities (Argonne in the USA, Saclay in

I



Prance and Karlsruhe in the Pederal Republic of Cerrcany). Two basic

courses of 12 to I5 weeks' duration have been organized and repeated

since 1975s °ne °n nuclear power project planning and implementation,

the other on construction and operation management, both being directed

to planners, decision makers, technical managers, key engineers and other

professional involved in their contry's nuclear power programme. By the

end of 1976» 175 participants from 34 developing countries had completed

one or the other of these courses (see Table 3)«

Safety assessments of research reactors in Member States by IAEA

advisory missions have been made since I960, and twelve countries have "been

assisted in the selection of sites for nuclear power plants since 1963»

Safety assessments of such plants have been carried out by the Agency, at

the request of the countries concerned, at either the pre-construction or

construction phase. During 1975-1976* the Agency sent out nuclear plant

siting and safety missions to a dozen countries (Brazil, Bangladesh, Indonesia,

-Iran, Israel, Republic of Korea, Kuwait, Kexico, Pakistan, Singapore, Turkey

and Yugoslavia). ' '

- In the. past 17 years, 22 reactor projects (including two first nuclear

power projects in Mexico and Yugoslavia respectively) have been evaluated by

the Agency from the nuclear safety standpoint, before submission to the Board

of Governors for approval of the Agency's assistance in accordance with

statutory requirements. Such projects - which are referred to in the Agency's

Statute as "Agency projects" (see Articles XI-.and XII) but which would be

more appropriately called "Agency-assisted projects" - are subject to safety

provisions specified in project agreements and which are based on the guiding

.principles and conditions set forth in the Agency's Safety Standards and

Measures, first promulgated in i960 and revised in 1976 (KFCIRC/lE/Add.l).

The Agency has in recent years established the practice of sending safe j

missions in connection with reactor projects covered by agreements, on a

periodic basis, and also of expanding the scope of such missions to include

the safety aspects of other projected or existing nuclear facilities in selected

groups of Member States on a regional basis, subject to the consent of the

countries concerned. Thus safety missions, which are carried out for quasi-



regulatory purposes in the discharge of one of the Agency's nain

responsivilities as provided for under project agreements, could at the

same time be advisory in nature for the practical purpose of making

available to national regulatory bodies the expertise of the Agency's

staff and hired specialists on reactor safety matters and other regulatory

topics.

Experience has shown that the assistance provided by the Agency tiirougn

safety missions and advisory services has been of value to many developing

. countries and, in the years to come, it is expected that requests for such

assistance will considerably increase at all stages of implementing nuclear

povier projects, from siting to operation« In the early part of this year,

for instance, two advisory missions vere sent to the Philippines: one was

to conduct an initial review and assessment of the organizational structure,

and available manpower of the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission in relation

to its responsibilities in the licensing of the first nuclear power plant

in the Philippines; the second mission reviewed.the Preliminary Safety

Analysis Report for the first unit of that plant. Agency staff members also

recently visited Greece and Brazil; in the first case, the purpose was to

assist in an initial review and assessment of the structure of, and manpower

requriements for, a nuclear regulatory organization in relation to the first

nuclear power plant scheduled for site selection before I960 in Greece; as

regards Brazil, recommendations were to be made concerning the areas in which '

the provision of experts' services by the Agency under its Technical Assistance

Programme for 1978 should be given priority in the context of the Brazilian

nuclear power programme. . -

' Turning nov/ to the Agency's advisory services in nuclear law, regulations

and enforcement procedures, it nay be recalled that over the years many

developing coxmtries in different parts of the world have been provided upon

request with advice and assistance for the framing of législation or regulations

in such areas as radiation protection, transport of radioactive materials,

nuclear administration, nuclear liability. In particular, in recent years

this type of assistance has increasingly been requested with a view to



preparing for a comprehensive determination of the legislative requirements

for, and regulatory issues involved in, the implementation of a nuclear

power programme and for a timely elaboration of the requisite acts and

regulations.

Such advisory services are usually provided through short—term

assignments of Agency staff members, with follow-up from Headquarters through

consultations with the national authorities responsible for drafting1

the legislation or regulations needed. For instance, this type of assistance

was lately provided to Algeria, Kuwait, T&laysia and Yugoslavia in conjunction

with the development of their nuclear energy programmes. As a result of such

cooperation, a bill establishing a national Atomic Energy Commission and providir

for the control of the development and use of nuclear energy, including

liability provisions, is expected to be laid shortly before the Kalaysian

Parliament. In Yugoslavia a law on civil liability for nuclear damage has

reached the final stage of elaboration this year. Similarly, the Government

of Kuwait is taking steps to follow the Agency's recommendations concerning

the enactment or a legislative framework and the establishment of a regulatory

body in conjunction with the implementation of a first reactor project for

training purposes that should pave the way for the introduction of nuclear

power for the dual purpose of electricity generation and sea water desalination

by 1985. In Algeria, following consultations with an Agency staff menber in

December 1976, the authorities have set up a working group composed of

representatives of different ministries and of the liuclear Science and

Technology Centre, and chaired by the Sean of the Faculty of Laws of Algiers,

to start preparing draft legislation for nuclear energy applications. In

late October this year advisory services in this area will be provided to

Morocco, and Egypt has also recently asked for the Agency's help in setting

up a nuclear regulatory organization, in connection with the planning for a

first nuclear power project in these countries. A request by Peru for similar

advice is being processed under the Agency*s Technical Assistance Progranzie

for I978.

Years ago, the establishment of national atomic energy authorities in

Costa Rica and Cuba, the adoption of nuclear facilities licensing regulations



ibythe "Philippines, the enactment of .regulations for radiation protection

«nä :for the safe transport .of .radioactive materials in Singapore and,

anore recently, the final .drafting ;of a radiation protection act for Kuwait

in I576 vere some of the -̂ achievements attributable to the advice and

ieoopera"tion provided by-the.Agency to the Governments concerned.

îiJCperieîiee thus shows -that the Agency1 s advisory services in nuclear

CláBgi5la~tion and other .regulatory .-natters have been of practical help to

ajäticnal authorities in -providing .guidance and incentives for speeding

•sap "the -time-consuming -p.rp.cess of .framing laws and regulations. Since the

«.Teas -to be regulated ca;l.l .for .some .novel thinking and determinations which

anay Ì» and ©Sten Tare depa;r$jtr-es i-rom vested functions and regulatory practices,

"Ü» <AseseylB advice .has jtsjtsily ieen jgiven special attention by national

«aïhorities ana ias gfì&n &s>x&T3ì}Steà. to bringing about a proper understanding

ctfnsensas aeeross goy«rnmental structures in tackling the issues involved.

3Dnüeed-,irtm the early stages ©f Tegulating nuclear energy and nuclear

, a concerted iffld co-operaiive approach at th^ governmental level

a «sOiitiTiaitig effort for «active co-ordination of works between various

- «ttthorities and organiza-iifiris concerned are to be regarded as essential to

« process of eífective regulation and to the quality of regulatory detenaina-

tions of decisive importance. " .



Table 1

IAEA Nuclear Growth Forecasts

REGION 1977
actual

I960
min. max.

1985
min. max.

OWe
1990

min. max.
1959

min. max.
2000

min. max*

LATIN AMERICA 0.3 . 1 2 4 6

MIDDLE EAST, APRICA2 ' 0 2

ASIA, PAR EAST3 . 0 - 7 . 4 5 12 I5

EASTERN EUROPE4 1.0 2 5 , 10 16

OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES'5 '. 0 1

15 27

3 9

29 48

29 41

• 2 4

)9 66

10 18

60 91

53 78

4 6

85 132

20 34

98 139

84 120

8 12

SUB TOTAL

INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

WORLD TOTAL7

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
(as fa of total)

2.0

B4.O

Ü6.0

3

7 12

155 194

162 206

5

26 40

279 420

JO5 460

9

78

4üO

55Ö

129 '

780

909

14

166 259

770 1260

18

295 437

1110 1790

1405 «í2Sí/

20

1 Argentina, Brazil, Chilo, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela
2 Algeria, Eflypt, Iraq, Israel, Kuwait, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia
3 Banfflixloöh, Honß Ko'n/j, India, Indonesia, Iran, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Sincapore, Taiwan, Thailand
4 Bultfiria, Czoohonlovakin, Uvmcary, Poland, Romania,
5 Crocco, Turkey
6 Iiioludo» Uiü'.lf and fJormin Doinocmtio lioptiblio
7 Kvr : ] t i (1 i iv : ic ' i in l / tu iJ C l i



Table 2

Developing Countries with Operating and Projected lluclear Power Plants

1977 Argentina
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia

India
Pakistan'

I960 (Additional Countries)
Brazil Taiwan .
Korea! Rep. Yugoslavia
Mexico

I985 (Additional Countries)
Hungary Poland
Iran . ' Romania
Philippines

1990

Représentât ive

Country

(Additional
Egypt
Israel

Nuclear Power Capacity in

KWe

Countries)
Thailand

. Turkey

I99O

- - Number of Plants

Brazil
Iran
Korea
Taiwan
Yugoslavia

11 000
16. 000
7 000
9 000
4 000

15
15
10
10
5

Developing Countries
Total 100 000 I25

World
Total 800 000



Developing Countries Participating in the IAEA. Kwclear Foxier Training Prograsaae

Stage 0:
Pre-planning

Burma
Ecuador
Chana
Iraq
Saudi Arabia
Sri Lanka
Syria

Stage 4i
Construction

Stage 1:
Planning

Algeria
Jamaica
Peru
Singapore
Venezuela

Stage 5i
Operation

Stage 2:
Feasibility

Chile
Indonesia
Ealaysia
Thailand

Stage 6:
Confirmed

Stage 3Î
Contracting

Bangladesh
Cuba
Egypt
Greece
Israel
Poland
Romania
Turkey

Stage 7:
Self-sufficiency

Brazil Argentina Bulgaria
Hungary Czechoslovakia Spain
Iran Pakistan
Korea, Rep. of
Mexico
Philippines
Yugoslavia

India

Stages of Kuclear Power Developraent

Definitions

Stage C: Pre-planning • ' - - • -
Huciear power planning not yet initiated.. Only medium or long__terai

-------- potential interest. —. - • * ~

Stage Is Planning .
Intending to go nuclear, but without any definite plan or programme
developed.

Stage 2: Feasibility
Nuclear programme available with definite^plans for a first nuclear

— - --power plant. Bidding process not yet initiated.

Stage 3: Contracting
Decision adopted to install a first nuclear power plant. Construction

...— --not yet started. " ~~ "

Stage 4s Construction
First plant under construction, commercial operation not yet started.

Stage 5* -Operation
First nuclear plant in commercial routine operation.

Stage 6: Confirmed
At least tuo nuclear plants in operation; more under construction and
planned.

Stage 7* Self-sufficiency
Design, engineering, and construction capacity available within the
country.



A N N E X

GOVERKSSKTAL ORGAîîIZATIOii

Stage p_f_ develorjçsrt
y» 1977)

C-G

SG-G1

. SG-G2

SG-G3

SG-G4

SG-G5

SG-G6

CODS OP PRACTICE OST G0VIFJ-3SEKTAL ORGÂHIZATIOîI 5DR TH3
REGULATION OF IÍÜCL3.4R POiíZR PLAINS

Safe ty Guide on Qua l i f i c a t i ons and Tra in ing of the
Regulatory Body S ta f f

Transmitted to the
Director General

Member States reviev;

Safety Guide on Information to'be Submitted in Support Kember States review
of Licensing Applications

Safety Guide on the Conduct of Regulatory Review and
Assessment during the Licensing-Process

Safety Guide en Inspection and En'forcercent Toy the '
Regulatory Body

Safety Guide on Regulatory Requirements that should:
•be Imposed on .applicants and Licensees

Safety Guide on Emergency Preparedness of Public
Authorities

Safety Guide on Establishing and Maintaining a
Regulatory Pablic Info relation Progranane

SG-G8 Safety Guide on Licences for Huclear Power Plants .

TRC review

ÏHC reviev;

Í/G (VîorJcirg Group)
draft



SITING

(Jiuis

C-S CODS OP PRACTICE OU SuFSTÏ IN FJCLEAR PG'.Kt PLAÎST
SITIKG. .

SG-Sl Safety Guide on Earthquakes and Associated Topics
-for Kiiclèar Power Plani Siting

SG-S2 Safety Guide on Aseisraic Analysis and Testing of
Kueïear Povzer Plants

SG-S4 Safety Guide on Site Selection and Evaluation for
Buclear Power Plants with Hespect to Population
Distribution

Transmitted to the
Director General

SAG review

SAG reviev;

"SG-S3a Safety Guide on Iieteorology - Climatology, Diffusion SAG review
and Transport - ...

SCP-S3O Safety Guide on Meteorology - Ebctrece lieteorological SAG review
Conditions '

TRC review

SÜ-S5 Safety Guide on rlan-Induced Events Related to lTuclear TSC review
Power Plant Siting .• . - :

SG-S6a Safety Guide on Hydrological Dispersion of Radioactive " -
Material - "

SG-S6b Safety Guide on Phenomena due to Sztreiae %drological -
Conditions (floods, e tc . ) " " \

SG-S7 Safety Guide on ïfydrogeology Applied to Suclear Power -'•" —
Plant Siting

SG-S9 Safety Guide on Site Survey for Kuclear Pov/er Plants —



EESIGIÎ

Stage of

.CODE OF PR/JTICS Oli DESIGN POR SÄFEPr OP MJCLSM

(June 1977)

Kecber States review

.Safety Guide on Safety Functions and Component Classi- SA3 review
fication for BWR, FWR ard PTR

Safety Guide on Pire Protection in Kuclear Power
Plants . - .

SAG review

s-?3 Safety Guide on Protection Systems in Nuclear Power TRC review

TRC review

SÍMP5 Safety Guide on Protection against Man-Induced Events WG draft

•334 Safety Guide on Protection against Internally
generated Jiissiles and their Secondary Effects in
jfepiear Power Plants

Safety Guide on Ultimate Esat Sinlc and Directly
Associated jfeat Transport System(s)

Safety Guide on Emergency Electrical Systems

§afety Guide on Instrumentation and Control

Safety Guide on pesign Aspects of Radiation Protection

WG draf t

•gs-mi



0ÍERÜTI03T

Sta^e of de\'slOT5rsnt
T

C-0 COJ33 OP KlACTICS CÎÎ S/iF3TY Itf OP
POWER PLâlTTS (including Consnissioning arai DecoEuais-

. sioning)

SG-01 Safety Guide on Staff ing, Recruitment, Trainine and
Authorization of Operating Personnel

SG-O2 Safety Guide on In-service Inspection

SCr-03 Safety Guide on Operational Limits and' Conditions

SG-O4 Safety Guide on Coismissioning Procedures

BG-O5 Safety Guide on Operational Aspects of Radiological
Protection

T. Transmitted to the
Director General

Hemlaer Sta tes review

TRO review

TRC review •

TRC review

WG draf t

SG-06

SS-O7 Safety Guide on Kaintenance of îluclear Pòvíer Plants

Safety Guide on Emergency jb?rangenents of the Operating
Organization .- .



QUALITY ASSURj-SCE

Stage of
( Ju re 1977)

C-QA

SG-QA2

SG-QA2

SG-QÄ.3

SG-QA4

SG-QÄ5

J3G-QA6"

SG-QÃ7

SG-QA8

«G-QA9

SG-QJilO

SG-QA11

COUS OF FR/UTICE Oli QUALITY ASSURANCE POR SAFETY HI Eeinbar S ta tes review
läJCLEAR POWER PL/jn?S

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance Progressas Prepara- S£G review*
t i o n for liuclear Pov/er Plants

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance Record System

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance for Procurenent
of Items and Services for Euclear Power Plants

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance puring Si te
Construction of lîuclear Power Plants

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance for Operation of
Buclear Poxior Plants .

SAG review

SAG review

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance for Design òf —
liuclsar Power Plants ; .

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance Organization "" —

Safety Guide on Quality. Assurance for Manufacture of TS.0 rsvieií
Items for lÃiclear Pov/er Plants

SAG review

S a f e t j ' Guide on Q u a l i t y Assurance 3
Pre-operation of IJuciear Power Plants

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance Auditing for
Power Plants

Safety Guide on Quality Assurance for Fuel and Fuel
Cladding Manufacture


